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Fact Sheet Prep Series Part - 9

ANSWER KEY WITH EXPLANATION

HISTORY
(PART - II)

1. Ans. a
2. Ans. b

Explan - Under the system, mansabs (ranks) in terms
of numbers were assigned to nobles and commanders
who were also placed in important administrative position.
The Mughal mansab system included all public services
except the judiciary.

3. Ans. b
Explan - The system was launched by Warren Hastings
in 1773.

4. Ans. c
Explan - Ashoka’s dhamma was neither a new religion
nor a new political philosophy. Rather, it was a way of
life, a code of conduct and set principles to be adopted
and practiced by the people at large. Though the concept
of dhamma used in the sense of law and social order
was not new to the ancient Indian, Ashoka gave a new
meaning and significance to the concept by humanizing
it.

5. Ans. d
Explan - Besides the main ministers who constituted
the main pillars of the Imperial government, a number
of other high officials were appointed at the Centre.
(i) Muhtasib - Censor of public morals. Under Akbar,

his function was secularised.
(ii) Mir-i-Atish - Head of ordinance department.
(iii) Mir-i-Barr - Imperial officer in charge of forests.
(iv) Mir-i-Bahr - Supervised state boats and fleets.
(v) Daroga-i-Dak Chauki - Incharge of Information and

Intelligence Department (worked independently).
6. Ans. d

Extra Information - The Mughal paintings of India
revolved around themes, like battles, court scenes,
receptions, legendary stories, hunting scenes, wildlife,
portraits, etc. The Victoria and Albert Museums of
London house a large and impressive collection of
Mughal paintings. The earliest example of the Mughal
style is the Tutinama (‘Tales of a Parrot’) Painting, now
in the Cleveland Museum of Art. Then, there is the
‘Princess of the House of Timur’, a painting redone
numerous times. Mughal paintings of India developed
as well as prospered under the rule of Mughal Emperors,
Akbar, Jahangir and Shah Jahan.

7. Ans. c
Explan - Rigvedic economy was primarily pastoral, the
fourth division Shudras appeared towards the end of the
Rigvedic period.

8. Ans. c
9. Ans. d

Extra Information - Also the central dome of Gol
Gumbaz is the second largest dome in the world after
the dome of St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome. Gol Gumbaz
has another amazing feature. Any sound at this place
echoes for over eleven times. Moreover you can even
hear the tick of a watch across a distance of 37 meter in
the vast dome. You can enjoy the picturesque landscape
of the region near Gol Gumbaz from its terrace which
can be reached through the steps across the narrow
passages. The building in front of the Gol Gumbaz has
been turned into a museum that contains all the history
about the royal past related to Adilshah dynasty who
constructed Gol Gumbaz.

10. Ans. b
Explan - Chanderi and Ikat are styles of weaving.
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11. Ans. c
12. Ans. d
13. Ans. b
14. Ans. c

Explan - Mamallapuram also known as Mahabalipuram
was largely developed by the Pallava King.

15. Ans. c
16. Ans. c

Explan - They were not responsible to any Chief/Mirza
and were responsible and highly loyal to the emperor.

17. Ans. a
Explan - Buddhism spread to Tibet, Java, Sumatra and
Malaysia during the Pala period. ‘Devapala’ permitted
the Sailendra ruler of Sri Vijaya (Indonesia)
‘Balaputradeva’ to construct vihara at Nalanda.
Dharmpala founded Vikramasila University and revived
Nalanda University.

18. Ans. d
Extra Information - Of the three Lodi Sultans namely
Bahlol Lodi, Sikandar Lodi and Ibrahim Lodi, Sikandar
Lodi is regarded as the ablest, the greatest and the most
successful Sultan. Most of the time of Bahlol Lodi was
spent in checking revolts and consolidating his position.
There was very little left at his disposal for bringing about
administrative reforms. Ibram Lodi led to the downfall
of the Lodi dynasty. As compared with these two Sultans,
Sikandar Lodi gave ample evidence of his qualities as a
general, as an administrator, a consolidator of the empire
and a man of letters.

19. Ans. d
Extra Information - None else could be deemed as a
sovereign ruler. Most of the Sultans of Delhi regarded
themselves as the Viceroys of the Khalifa in whose name
they ruled. Again most of them used Khalifa’s name on
their coins. The first ruler to abandon this practice was
Ala-ud-Din. The other feature was that the state under
the Sultan rulers was an Islamic or Theocratic state.
The state was a military state and the Sultan himself
was the supreme commander of his forces. Sultan was
the fountain head of all authority. Ulemas tried to influence
administration and policy.

20. Ans. c
Explan - The correct chronological order in which
Buddhist council were held was-
1. First Buddhist Council was held at Rajagriha, when

Ajatsastru was the ruler;
2. Second Buddhist Council was held at Vaishali, when

Kalasoka was the ruler;

3. Third Buddhist Council was held at Pataliputra,
when Asoka was the ruler;

4. Fourth Buddhist Council was held at Kundalvan,
when Kanishka was the ruler.

21. Ans. a
Explan - Option (a) is incorrectly stated. The famous
temple of Kailash, hewn out of the rock at Ellora was
constructed by Rashtrakuta ruler Krishna-I, and not by
Narsimhavarman-I.

22. Ans. c
Explan - The Officials tended to form a separate class
in society. Perundaram were higher officials while
sirutaram were lower officials. The king gave verbal
orders (tiruvakya-kelvi) which were drafted by the private
secretary and confirmed by the Olainayamak (Chief
Secretary) and a Perundaram before its despatch by the
Vidaiyadhikari (despatch clerk. A well-organized
department of land revenue, known as the puravu-
varitinaik – katam was in existence. Land revenue was
collected in cash or kind. Land was possessed by
individuals and communities. The state under Rajaraja
demanded 1/3rd of the gross produce. The whole empire
was divided into mandalams or provinces. Sometimes
princes of the royal family were appointed governors of
the provinces. Further they were divided into valanadus
(divisions), nadus (districts) and kurrams (villages).
Village was the basic unit of administration.

23. Ans. a
Explan - The Barabar caves are the oldest surviving rock-
cut caves in India, mostly dating back from the Mauryan
period (322-185 BC), and some with Ashokan
inscriptions, located in the Jehanabad district of Bihar.
These rock-out chambers date-back to the 3rd century
BC, Maurya period of Ashoka and his son, Dasarth. The
major part for Ajanta and Elora caves describes the
traditional view of Buddhism and life journey of Lord
Gautam Buddha.

24. Ans. c
Explan - He assigned separate responsibilities to the
ministers and each of them was made responsible for
his work to him. He made no office hereditary. In matters
of administration, he gave superior position to his civil
officers as compared to military officers. Shivaji took
special care to make his administrative system responsive
to the needs of the people. In the words of Dr. Ishwari
Prasad, “The institutions which he established were an
improvement upon the existing order and were well
adapted to the well-being of his subjects.”

25. Ans. d
Extra Information - The second battle of Tarain was a
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decisive battle. It was a major disaster for the Rajputs.
Their political prestige suffered a serious setback. The
whole Chauhan kingdom now lay at the feet of the
invader. The first Muslim kingdom was thus firmly
established in India at Ajmer and a new era in the history
of India began. After his brilliant victory over Prithiviraj
at Tarain, Muhammad Ghori returned to Ghazni leaving
behind his favourite general Qutb-uddin Aibak to make
further conquests in India. Aibak consolidated his position
in India by occupying places like Delhi and Meerut. In
1193 he prepared the ground for another invasion by
Muhammad Ghori. This invasion was directed against
the Gahadavala ruler Jayachandra. Muhammad routed
Jayachandra’s forces. Kanauj was occupied by the
Muslims after the battle of Chandawar. The Battles of
Tarain and Chandawar contributed to the establishment
of Turkish rule in India.

26. Ans. d
Explan - The Iqta system was a practice of Tax farming
that was introduced by Iltutmish in Delhi Sultanate. It
was basically grant of revenue from a territory in lieu of
salary. This grant was not hereditary and was subject to
passing from officer to officer. Iqta system linked the
farthest part of the Sultanate linked to the Central
Government.

27. Ans. b
Explan - He established second Firozabad on the banks
of Yamuna River near Delhi. Here he established one of
the Asokan Pillars which he had removed from its original
places. He also founded a city of Hissar-i-Firoza in the
modern Haryana which is now the town of Hisar. Canal
System to support the newly founded city of Hissar-i-
Firoza, in 1355 he constructed a Double System of
Canals from Yamuna to Sutlej. They are referred to as
rajwahas in the Indo-Persian historical texts. This Yamuna
canal was repaired for irrigation purposes during the time
of Akbar.

28. Ans. c
Explan - Jagir system was discouraged and a new
arrangement Qabuliyat was introduced. Qabuliyat was a
deed of agreement between the peasant and government.
The survey charge was fixed at 2.5% that was called
Jaribana and the collection charge was fixed at 5% that
was known as Muhasilans. This “Sadak-i-Azam” was
the precursor of the Grand Trunk Rood. This Road was
initially built by Sher Shah to connect Agra to Sasaram
that was his home town. It was extended to Multan in
west and Sonargaon in West. (Sonargaon is now in
Bangladesh). This road is one of the greatest legacies of
Shershah. During the Mughal era, this Sadak-i-Azam
extended till Kabul. The same road was improved by the

British and renamed as Grand Trunk Road that ran
between Calcutta to Peshawar.

29. Ans. c
Explan - Yoga is a classical school of Indian philosophy:
To understand the true nature of Yoga as a path of
spiritual realization, it is necessary to have some small
understanding of the six classical schools or systems of
Indian philosophy, of which Yoga is one. By
understanding Yoga in that context, it is easier to more
fully delve into Yoga as the enlightenment practice that it
actually is, rather than the mere physical fitness program
it has come to be known as. Yoga contains, or is built on
other philosophies: It is important to note that the Yoga
system contains, or is built on four of the other systems
or schools of Indian philosophy (Nyaya, Vaisheshika,
Mimasa, and Sankhya).

30. Ans. a
31. Ans. b

Explan - After his enlightenment in Bodhgaya, the Buddha
went to Sarnath seeking his five former companions.
He found them, taught them what he had learned, and
they also became enlightened. This event is referred to
as “the turning of the wheel of the Dharma” and also
marks the founding of the Sangha, or the community of
monks. Buddha’s first ever discourse, delivered here at
Sarnath is known in Pali as the Dhammacakkhapavathana
Sutta. Other Suttas include the Anattalakhana Sutta and
the Saccavibhanga Sutta. The Buddha’s central teaching
after his enlightenment centered around the Four Noble
Truths (concerning the meaning of life) and the Noble
Eightfold Path (concerning the right way to live).

32. Ans. d
33. Ans. a
34. Ans. b

Explan - Vedic Hymns or Types of Veda: Rig-Veda,
Yajurveda, Samveda, Atharvaveda Rig veda is a collection
of praise of Gods or Devtas. Indra was the god of Rig-
Veda. Rig-Veda is the oldest religious text in the world.
Samveda is a collection of melodies. Atharveda describes
beliefs and superstitions. Yajurveda is of two types:
Shukla Yajurveda & Krishna Yajurveda.

35. Ans. c
Explan - Types of Marriages in later Vedic Ages. Brahma
Vivah-Marriage of a girl with the boy of same Varna
with Vedic rites and rituals; Daiva Vivah-When father
donated his daughter to a priest as a part of Dakshina;
Arsa Vivah-A token bride-price of a Cow and a Bull was
given; Prajapati Vivah-Marriage without dowry;
Gandharva Vivah-It was a kind of love marriage or
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swyamavara type; Asura Vivah-Marriage by Purchase;
Paisach Vivah-Seduction of a girl while sleeping or
mentally unstable due to a drink; Rakshasha Vivah-
Marriage by abduction.

36. Ans. d
37. Ans. a

Explan - He issued copper coins which were called Dam,
Half Dam and quarter Dam as per the denomination.
Todar mal Khatri, prior to become a celebrity under the
reigns of Akbar as Raja Todar Mal was groomed in Sher
Shah’s administration. Whether, he did any finance and
revenue related works with Sher Shah is not clear, but it
is believed that he acquired considerable experience in
revenue affairs. The land was measured and for this
measurement Sikandari Gaj was used which was
equivalent to 39 inches.

38. Ans. d
Related Information - Historians says that from
administrative point of view, the system had the following
notable merits:
• With fixed and permanent dasturs system in place,

the scope for uncertainties and fluctuation in levying
the land revenue demand became ineffective.

• Measurement could always be re-ascertained and
rechecked.

• As there fixed dasturs, so local officials could not
use their discretion and the chances of misuse of
position by them came to minimum level.

39. Ans. c
40. Ans. c

Explan - A composer in Persian, Turkish, Arabic, as
well as Braj Bhasha, he is credited with systematizing
many aspects of Hindustani music, and also introducing
several ragas such as Yaman Kalyan, Zeelaf and Sarpada.
He created the qawwali genre, which fuses Persian
melody and beat on a dhrupad like structure. A number
of instruments (such as the sitar and tabla) were also
introduced in his time.Amir Khusrau is sometimes
credited with the origins of the khyal form, but the record
of his compositions does not appear to support this.

41. Ans. d
Related Information - It was in the time of Qutbuddin
Kaki that devotional music was introduced in the Chishti
Order, as a means of achieving the state of ecstasy. It
was considered by him that the harmony of sounds stirs
the heart of the listener and arouses in him the love for
God. Shaikh Fariduddin popularly known in India as Baba
Farid succeeded Shaikh Qutbuddin Kaki. Although he
received his formal education and knowledge from Shaikh
Bahauddin Zakariya Suhrawardi, he was initiated in the
Chishti Order by Shaikh Qutbuddin Kaki. Baba Farid lived

a life of severe austerity and piety. He was very popular
amongst the masses, who thronged him to seek his
blessings. One of the most renowned and revered Sufi
saints, Hajrat Nizamuddin Auliya was a disciple and chief
successor of Baba Farid.  Credit to a great extent goes
to Hajrat Nizamuddin Auliya and his disciple Amir Khusro
to take Sufism to every nook and corner of India.

42. Ans. d
Explan - Chihalagani/Chalisa/Corp of Forty -The Ilabari
tribe used to have administrative & military elite called
“Chihalgani” or the “Corp of Forty”. Hauz Shamsi -
Iltutmish is known to have built the Hauz-i-Shamshi near
Mahrauli in Delhi. On the edge of this reservoir, the Jahaz
Mahal was built by the Lodhi Rulers. Qutub Minaar -
The Foundation of the Qutub Minar was laid by the
Rajputs and the present Qutub Complex was a complex
of temples built by Tomaras and Chauhans. However, it
was turned into a Minar of victory by Qutb-ud-din who
used the same material to build the Minar. The first storey
was built by Qutub-ud-din and rest of the work was
completed by Iltutmish. Organization of Army- Iltutmish
organized the army of the sultanate and made it the
“King’s army” which was centrally recruited and centrally
paid.

43. Ans. d
Explan - Many powerful Empires arose in north India
and the Deccan between 750-1000 AD. The Palas,
the Pratiharas and Rashtrakutas were the most prominent.
Pala dynasty was founded by Gopala in 750 AD, who
was a chieftain earlier but later became the king of Bengal.
In fact, he was the first Buddhist king of Bengal. The
dynasty of Gurjar Pratiharas was founded by Harichandra
in 6th century AD. They remained influential till 11th
century AD. The Rashtrakutas had Kannada origin and
their mother tongue was Kannada. The Rashtrakuta
dynasty was founded by Dantidurga in 8th Century AD.
He was instrumental in establishing Rashtrakutas as a
paramount power in the Deccan.

44. Ans. d
Related Information - The Gupta period showed a keen
interest in medical science. The earlier works Charaka
Samhita of Charaka and Susruta Samhita of Susruta were
considered guidebooks on medicine and surgery. The
Ashtanga-Samgraha by Vagbhata was a systematic
summary of Charaka and Sustuta. The Navanitakamwas
another medical work on recipes, formulas and
prescriptions. Palakapya was the author of Hastayurveda,
a treatise on veterinary science dealing with diseases of
elephants. Chemistry and metallurgy made striking
progress during the period. The rustless Iron Pillar of
Mehrauli in Delhi shows the progress of metallurgy
during the period. The pillar even with huge structure of
(24 feet height and 40 C.M. diameters) has with stand
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the vavages of time for more than 1500 years. A number
of bronze and copper images of Buddha have also
survived. Hieun Tsang reports that he saw a 25 meter
high copper statue of Buddha.

45. Ans. b
Explan - The foreign influence is evident from the
sculptures of Buddha in which they bear resemblance to
the Greek sculptures. Grey sandstone (Blue-grey Mica
schist to be precise) is used in Gandhara School of Art.
The Bamyan Buddha of Afghanistan were the example
of the Gandhara School. The other materials used were
Mud, Lime, Stucco. However, Marble was NOT used
in Gandhara art. Terracotta was used rarely. Bimaran
Casket has yielded the earliest specimen of the Gandhara
Art. The Various Mudras of Buddha in Gandhar Art- In
all the Buddha depicted in the Gandhara Art is shown
making four types of hand gestures and this is a
remarkable feature in this art. The gestures are as follows:
Abahayamudra: Don’t fear, Dhyanamudra: meditation,
Dharmachakramudra: a preaching mudra,
Bhumisparshamudra: Touching the earth. Major Centres
Jalalabad, Hadda, Bamaran, Begram & Taxila were the
main centers where art pieces of Gandhara School have
been found. Both Shakas and Kushanas were patrons of
Gandhara School. The head of the Buddha matched very
much with Greek God Apollo.

46. Ans. b
Explan - AJANTA Caves are world’s greatest historical
monument recognized by UNESCO. Ajanta and Ellora
are the pride of Maharashtra. These caves were
discovered in AD 1819 and were built up in the earlier
2nd century BC-AD. Ajanta dates from 100 B.C. while
Ellora is younger by some 600 years. The village of Ajanta
is in the Sahyadri hills, about 99 kms, before achieving
his final birth as the sage of sakyas. The paintings are

executed on a ground of mud-plaster in the tempera
technique. Most of the paintings in Ajanta are right from
2nd century BC-AD and some of them about the fifth
century AD and continued for the next two centuries.

47. Ans. d
48. Ans. c

Explan - For Harsha’s period, though the historians have
the ordinary numismatics and epigraphic sources, there
are two most important sources (literary Works), which
shed light on this era’s political and social conditions.
The first is a book of travels compiled by Chinese Pilgrim
Huen Tsang, who visited almost all parts of India from
630 AD till 643-644 AD. Apart from the narrative, the
work is supplemented by biographies of the pilgrim,
which is written by his friend Hwui-li, and this provides
some additional information. The second is Harshacharita
authored by Banabhatta. Banabhatta was a Brahmin who
stayed in the court of Harsha and enjoyed his patronage.
Apart from the above, the official Chinese history
documents also provide some details about the reign of
Harsha.

49. Ans. a
Explan - Jambavati Kalyanamu is his Sanskrit work.
Many Telugu, Sanskrit, Kannada and Tamil poets enjoyed
the patronage of the emperor. Emperor Krishna Deva
Raya was fluent in many languages including his mother
tongue “Tulu”. He patronized poets and scholars in
Kannada, Telugu, Tamil and Sanskrit. Amuktamalyada
is also known by the name Vishnu-chitteeyam, a
reference to Vishnu-chittudu, the Telugu name of
Vishnuchittar (Periyalwar). He strove for the welfare and
the uplifting of Telugu people.

50. Ans. d
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